Direct Observation of the Orientational Anisotropy of Buried Hydroxyl Groups inside Muscovite Mica.
Muscovite mica (001) is a widely used model surface for controlling molecular assembly and a common substrate for environmental adsorption processes. The mica (001) surface displays near-trigonal symmetry, but many molecular adsorbates-including water-exhibit unequal probabilities of alignment along its three nominally equivalent lattice directions. Buried hydroxyl groups within the muscovite structure are speculated to be responsible, but direct evidence is lacking. Here, we utilize vibrational sum frequency generation spectroscopy (vSFG) to characterize the orientation and hydrogen-bonding environment of near-surface hydroxyls inside mica. Multiple distinct peaks are detected in the O-H stretch region, which we attribute to Si/Al substitution in the SiO4 tetrahedron and K+ ion adsorption above the hydroxyls based on density functional theory simulations. Our findings demonstrate that vSFG can identify the absolute orientation of -OH groups and, hence, the surface termination at a mica surface, providing a means to investigate how -OH groups influence molecular adsorption and better understand mica stacking-sequences and physical behavior.